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INTRODUCTION

The stabilization of fat and water 
within comminuted meat products such as 
frankfurters greatly influences the 
yield and texture of the final cooked 
product. Therefore, an understanding of 
the way in which different components of 
the system interact to affect product 
stability is desirable. There are 
currently two main theories to account 
for the stabilization of emulsion-type 
meat products. The first, the emulsion 
theory, is based on the formation of an 
interfacial protein film (IPF) around 
fat globules which stabilizes them 
during cooking (Hansen, 1960; Jones, 
1984). The second is the physical 
entrapment (gelation) theory which 
emphasises the ability of the meat 
proteins to gel on heating (Lee, 1985). 
This latter theory adequately explains 
several of the physical properties which 
are observed with finely comminuted 
products. However it has been unable to 
satisfactorily explain some of the 
features of meat batters, especially 
those relating to fat stabilization and 
protein-lipid interactions in meat 
batters. Consequently, the role which 
fst encapsulation by the meat proteins 
plays in batter stabilization is still 
not well understood although recent 
studies have indicated its potential 
importance in meat systems (Koolmes et 
al., 1989; Gordon and Barbut, 1989).

Theno the Schmidt (1978) and, 
more recently, Gordon and Barbut (1990 
a,b) have shown that fat globules wem 
directly bound to the protein matrix 
through their IPF. There is also

evidence that fat binding by the mat*** 
affects the final texture &il
micrcstructure of the product (Schut' 
1978; Gordon and Barbut, 1990c). $  
structure of the interfacial protê  
film, the occurrence of pores (opening 
in the IPF, the mechanism of V°l> 
formation and fat release during cooK^ 
in batters made with different chloi$  
salts were investigated in a previ0̂  
study (Gordon and Barbut, 1990b). 1tl>*was felt that an investigation of 
structure of the IPF in raw batt® 
could yield useful information regard!
batter stabilization. Hence, this stu' 
was undertaken to examine the nature 
the IPF in raw batters made 
different chloride salts and explore 
role in fat stabilization in 
batters.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Five chicken breast meat batters (<* 8 
preground pork backfat added) 
prepared with iosionic strengths of ̂  
(2.5%), MgCl2, CaCl2, KCi and LiCl. ^  
meat batters were made by chopping b ■ 
meat, salt, water and fat in a 
chopper for a total of 5 rain \ 
described by Gordon and Barbut (1990^
The final temperature did not exCe<*. i _ . . fry12°C in any of the treatments. ac#‘treatments were formulated with 6% a 
water. The chloride salts (Fisher, 
Canada) varied among treatments.
Electron Microscopy (

The meat batters were prepared . 
cryo scanning electron microscopy 
SEM) according to Gordon and
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^990b). The cryo system used was an 
Ŝcope SP2000A System which was kept at 
6̂S°c (+ 5°C). Samples were examined 
^ SEM at 10 kV (Hitachi S-570, Tokyo, 
P̂an) and the microscope stage was kept 
-165°C with liquid nitrogen.

, The procedure of Gordon and Barbut 
 ̂990a) was used to prepare samples for 
,fansmission electron microscopy (TEM). 
i summary, samples (2mm3) taken from 
,.6 interior of the treatments were 
ljtsd in 2% glutaraldehyde/1% 
.’•^formaldehyde for 2 hr, post-fixed 

1% 0s04 for 4 hr, dehydrated and 
’added in Spurr's resin. Samples were 
Ce3 in capsules for 16 hr at 60°C and 
ctions (70 /im) were cut, picked up on 
’■'is, contrasted with uranyl acetate 
min) and lead citrate (5 min) and 

^Wed at 80 kV (JEOL 100S).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

8̂i
tsture of the Interfacial Protein

Several researchers have
¡^nstrated the existence of a defined'Htc»t ®rfacial protein film (IPF) around 
 ̂ globules in uncooked (raw) batters 
u°rchert et al., 1967; Swasdee et al., 
^2; Gordon and Barbut, 1990b). The 
6̂ lts of this study provide further 
^dence that the interfacial film is a
I ̂ Versal feature of raw meat batters 
figure 1). The IPF is thought to be 
 ̂trt*6d by myosin (Jones, 1984). However 
 ̂ tecent study has indicated that 
^Omyosin as well as several other
l|" myofibrillar proteins are involved
v IPF formation (Gordon and Barbut, 
(^0ci). Therefore, the structure of the

it;

around fat globules within a 
icular meat batter could vary 

fading on the proteins involved in 
^  formation. Differences between fat 

&  ^°^uies in terms of IPF structure were 
;.i ^Urid within each batter in all of the 

6atments (Fig. 1).
^ The protein coat around some fat 
^ ules in cooked meat batters was 

'oi to have a multilayered structure
i  > C ? n and Barbut, 1990a) . Some fat
,l1 tk. ules in all of the raw batters inh-s ■study also had multilayered protein

coats (Figs. 2 and 3b). This is to be 
expected since the IPF is formed during 
raw batter preparation. The fat globule 
from the LiCl batter (Figure 2) had an 
interfacial film composed of three 
protein layers. The stable globule from 
the MgCl2 batter (Fig. 3b) was an 
example of a globule which had a dual
layered protein coat. For all IPF- 
stabilized globules, the outermost 
protein layer was bound to the protein 
matrix in some areas on the circum
ference of each globule. This helped to 
form a kind of a protein "sheath" which 
surrounded the globule and was part of 
the protein matrix (Fig. 4). Hence, it 
appears that once the IPF has been 
formed, fat is immobilized by being 
bound to the protein matrix as well as 
physically restricted by this protein 
"sheath".

The differences in electron density 
of the protein layers in multilayered 
protein coats may indicate that 
different proteins were involved in each 
layer, an observation which would be 
supported by the findings of an previous 
study (Gordon and Barbut, 1990d). 
Differences existed between globules in 
terms of the electron density of the 
internal (primary) protein layer which 
directly coats the fat. A thin, dense 
primary layer was observed in some 
globules (Fig. 2) while others had a 
thicker, more diffuse protein coat (Fig. 
3b). These structures may be due to the 
protein assuming different conformations 
at the oil-in-water interface (Graham 
and Phillips, 1979). For most of the 
globules observed, these seemed to be 
the dominant structures.

Figure lb shows two fat globules from 
the CaCl2 treatment, the smaller of 
which was completely surrounded by a 
very thick protein , coat which is 
identical to, and part of, the matrix. 
The larger globule also had a similar 
protein film but, in this case, it did 
not completely enclose the globule. 
These observations support previous 
suggestions that insoluble proteins were 
involved in the stabilization of CaCl2 
batters (Gordon and Barbut, 1990c). The 
proteins which comprised the matrix also
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appeared to form the ipf of most 
globules in this treatment. The IPF was 
therefore an integral part of the matrix 
in these batters. Others have suggested 
that the IPF proteins may be an integral 
part of the protein matrix (Schut, 1978; 
Hermansson, 1986). This could result in 
immobilization and stabilization of fat 
in raw batters where very little protein 
extraction is achieved (Figs, lb and 4). 
It should be noted that in all meat 
batters, the soluble proteins are 
preferentially adsorbed to form the IPF 
(Schut, 1978; Gordon and Barbut, 1990d).

The results indicate that there 
are differences between chloride salt 
treatments in terms of the most common 
IPF structure formed in raw batters. 
These differences, when combined with 
those in the structure of the protein 
ma^r -̂x (Gordon and Barbut, 1990c) 
probably account for the stability and 
textural differences obtained from raw 
and cooked chloride salt batters (Barbut 
and Mittal, 1988; Gordon and Barbut, 
1989). it also appears that while 
soluble proteins are the preferred 
agents of interfacial film formation in 
both stable and unstable meat batters, 
insoluble proteins play a significant 
role in IPF formation and fat stabiliza
tion in some raw batters. This should 
be considered when interpreting the 
effects of treatments on meat batter 
stability with respect to the soluble 
protein concentration.
foyes and Rupture Holes In the tpf

Pores are small openings in the 
interfacial film around fat globules and 
have been shown to function in 
controlled fat exudation during cooking 
(Jones and Mandigo, 1982; Gordon and 
Barbut, 1990a). Conversely, ruptures 
are large holes in the IPF through which 
extensive fat loss occurs and which are 
usually associated with eventual 
collapse of the IPF and fat coalescence 
(Deng et al, 1981; Gordon and Barbut, 
1989). Huber and Regenstein (1988) 
reported that not enough protein is 
extracted during comminution to fully 
coat all of the fat in meat batters. 
This suggests that pores should be

Figure 1: Transmission electi:i..
micrograph (TEM) of protein-coated V  
globules from two treatments. 
globules from the KC1 treatment (1) wi
a relatively thick IPF and no pores ̂  ,
(2) with a thin IPF; b) from the Cacm  
treatment: thickly coated globule 
and a partially coated globule (2) • 
pore, E -exudation, IF-interfacial fi 
(Bar=0.5pm).
Figure 2\ High magnification
the protein coat around a stable gl0*̂
in the Licl batter. I—internal pro
i-external protein, F-fat, M-matri*' .■--------- -- . -„de119S-space between IPF and matrix, D
middle protein layer (Bar=1.0pm)
Figure 3s TEM of fat globules 11 .
--  uauter a) field sh0'1'*
unstable fat globule with a prote1” ' --J - - . . .  gtapi ’

>i>

coated internal globule; b)
globule showing internal structure? 
P-pore, U-unstable fat, R-rupture 
IG-internal globule, SM-stable, «i«1̂,,. - '-Gylayered globule, I-internal p*.0t«J
coat, E-external
(Bar=1.0pm). protein cO'

Figure 4î Cryo SEM of a fat 9lob^e
from the MgCl2 treatment showing

efi1idcontinuity of the protein matrix - j 
IPF. F-fat, M-matrix, E-ext®^
protein coat (protein sheath; pa**,, 
matrix); arrows indicate the j«nC4H
between "E" and the internal Pr 
layer (Bar=5.0pm).

•ot«1

— ------------ --------------- -"iii'present in raw batters or that .__ - . £*C9¥complete coverage of globule suX* 
should occur for at least some glob«1® e 
Pores were found in the IPF of 0 
globules in all treatments (Fig* if 
However, ’the number of pores and ^  ̂  
distribution depended on the typ̂ ŷ
protein coat around the globule. *' 
of the globules in the stable treatil,efl.
had protein coats with no pores
la) or few, well distributed pores ̂  
showed little, if any, fat exuda^ 
Some fat globules with thinner P 
coats tended to have more pores 
these were generally concentrated *n 
areas where the IPF was of uneven
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ickness (Fig. la). There were no 
J} ^ns of extensive fat exudation or 

Ptures in the IFF of globules in any 
| ¡¡̂ the stable raw monovalent chloride 

It batters. However, some (limited) 
:Mat ion was evident is some stable 
ltters (Fig. la).

In the less stable CaCl2 raw 
iter, many more pores were present in 
6 protein coat surrounding the 
°bules (Figs. lb). In addition, 
Ptures were present in some 
Mrfacial films although they were 
datively few in number. In contrast, 
6 MgCl2 raw batter which has 
Mistently been shown to be unstable 
pordon and Barbut, 1989; Gordon and 
but, 1990c,d) had fat globules with 

*tge ruptures in their IPF (Fig. 3a). 
Hs caused the formation of large pools 
fat in this batter. The IPF of many 
the fat globules in this treatment 

8̂o contained pores through which some 
exudation occurred. The differences 

'stween MgCl2 and CaCl2 in terms of 
^ability is related to differences in 
^otein extraction and specific ion 
^fects which have been discussed in 
¡staU in earlier papers (Gordon and 
Sr but, 1990 c,d).

fa

Vernal Structure of Fat Globules
Gordon and Barbut (1990a) have 

sported that some of the larger fat 
^obules in most batters had varying 
'thds of internal protein structures 
¡Hcli were continuous with their IPF. 
tlUs study provided further evidence 
¡̂ at this phenomenon is common in meat 
Stters and develops during the chopping 
I® the raw batter. Different types of 
Eternal organization were observed, 
’“Sinly in the larger fat globules, in 

treatments; the more common of these 
shown in Figure 3. Several globules 

Obtained internal structures which 
appeared to be protein-coated internal 
■̂ ■obuies, all of which were linked to 

protein of the IPF (Fig. 3a). Other 
Sfger globules had a compartmentalized 
^tucture as previous described (Gordon 

Barbut, 1990a). In these globules, 
was separated into lobes or 

5°ttipartments by protein which was linked

to the internal layer of the IPF (Fig. 
3b). Figure 3b also shows a situation 
where both types of internal structure 
were present within the same globule. 
It may be that the internal appearance 
of these large fat globules depends on 
the plane of the section through them. 
If they were sectioned near the surface 
of an internal globule then the electron 
dense oval internal structure would be 
seen. If the globules were sectioned 
such that the plane passed through the 
middle of the internal globule, it would 
appear as an internal compartment. The 
internal organization of these larger 
globules probably serves as a buffer 
against the reduced thermodynamic 
stability and loss of viscoelasticity by 
the IPF, especially in globules which 
are non-spherical in shape.
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